
Nash Equilibria in Mixed Strategies

Here is a general method for finding Nash equilibria in mixed strategies. The key is to
think of a game as a list of functions which specify the payoffs for each of the players
as functions of the action taken by the given player and the actions taken by the other
player(s). A best-reply for a player then is a simply a choice that maximizes the payoff
of that player given the actions taken by the other players. A best-reply function is just
that function which describes the best-reply for the player as a function of the actions
taken by the other players. Nash equilibria are then combinations of strategies which
are mutually best replies to one another. 

This "maximization" approach works for mixed-strategies as well as pure-strategies - all
that's required is to think of what's being chosen in the right way. Let's consider the
game of chicken: 
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The "q-Mix" column gives the payoffs if Dean plays "swerve" with probability q and
"straight" with probability 1-q. Similarly, the "p-Mix" row gives the payoffs if James
plays "swerve" with probability p and "straight" with probability 1-p. The payoffs
corresponding to James playing "p-Mix" and Dean playing "q-Mix" are given in the lower
right hand corner. The payoff to James, -2+p+3q-2pq, can be computed either as the
"weighted average" of the row payoffs to James using "q" and "1-q" as weights, 
(1-p)q+(p-2)(1-q) or, equivalently, as the weighted average of the column payoffs to
James using "p" and "1-p" as weights, p(q-1)+(1-p)(3q-2). The payoff to Dean, 
-2+3p+q-2pq can similarly be calculated from the row, (p-1)q+(3p-2)(1-q), or from
the column, p(1-q)+(1-p)(q-2). 

Even more simply, Mathematica can be invoked to do the tedious mathematics: 

In[1]:= james={{0,-1},{1,-2}}; 

In[2]:= dean={{0,1},{-1,-2}}; 

In[3]:= qmix = {q,1-q}; 



In[4]:= pmix = {p,1-p}; 

In[5]:= payoffJames = Expand[pmix . james . qmix] 

Out[5]= -2 + p + 3 q - 2 p q 

In[6]:= payoffDean = Expand[pmix . dean . qmix] 

Out[6]= -2 + 3 p + q - 2 p q 

The lower, right-hand corner is, in fact, the bottom line so far as the players are
concerned since the pure strategy choices and payoffs are really just special cases of
the mixed strategy choices. For James and Dean to choose p=1, q=1, for example, is
equivalent to them choosing the strategy pair "Swerve, Swerve" since payoffs, 
-2+1+3-2=0, -2+3+1-2=0 are precisely the same. This means that we can throw away
the rest of the table to obtain: 
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We now simply think of James as choosing a value for p and Dean as choosing a value
for q. The two payoff functions describe the payoffs for each player as functions of
the actions taken by both. Given these payoff functions, it is a relatively simple matter
to identify the best-replies for each player. James' best reply to a given choice of q by
Dean must be that value of p which maximizes his payoff: 

payoffJames = -2 + p + 3 q - 2 p q 

The only complication (constraint) is that James' choice of p must be between zero
and one. Calculus to the rescue! The derivative of "payoffJames" with respect to p is 

D[payoffJames,p] = 1 - 2 q 

When this expression is positive (when q < 1/2), James will want to make p as large as
possible since his expected payoff increases with p (the derivative is positive). Since 
p=1 is as large as p can be, this would be his choice. 

When this expression is zero (when q = 1/2), James won't care about p since his
expected payoff is not affected by "p" (the derivative is zero). Here he would be happy
with any value of p in the interval between zero and one. 

When this expression is negative (when q > 1/2), James will want to make p as small
as possible since his expected payoff decreases with p (the derivative is negative).
Since p=0 is as small as p can be, this would be his choice. 



Summarizing: 

James' Best Reply 
p = 1 if q <1/2 
p in [0,1] if q = 1/2 
p = 0 if q > 1/2 

Dean's best reply to a given choice of p by James must similarly be that value of q
which maximizes his payoff: 

payoffDean = -2 + 3 p + q - 2 p q 

As before, the choice of probability, q, must be between zero and one. The derivative
of "payoffDean" with respect to q is 

D[payoffDean,p] = 1 - 2 p 

And an similar analysis gives: 

Dean's Best Reply 
q = 1 if p <1/2 
q in [0,1] if p = 1/2 
q = 0 if p > 1/2 

The Nash equilibria are "p,q" pairs which are mutually best replies to one another.
These equilibria appear as intersections of the graphs of the best-reply functions for
James (green) and the best-reply function for Dean (blue) illustrated below.

 

There are three such equilibria: {p=0,q=1}; {p=1/2,q=1/2}; {p=1,q=0}. The first and



third are pure strategy equilibria and the second is a mixed-strategy equilibrium. 
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